Dendritic cells sensitize TCRs through self-MHC-mediated Src family kinase activation.
It is unclear whether peptide-MHC class II (pMHC) complexes on distinct types of APCs differ in their capacity to trigger TCRs. In this study, we show that individual cognate pMHC complexes displayed by dendritic cells (DCs), as compared with nonprofessional APCs, are far better in productively triggering Ag-specific TCRs independently of conventional costimulation. As we further show, this is accomplished by the unique ability of DCs to robustly activate the Src family kinases (SFKs) Lck and Fyn in T cells even in the absence of cognate peptide. Instead, this form of SFK activation depends on interactions of DC-displayed MHC with TCRs of appropriate restriction, suggesting a central role of self-pMHC recognition. DC-mediated SFK activation leads to "TCR licensing," a process that dramatically increases sensitivity and magnitude of the TCR response to cognate pMHC. Thus, TCR licensing, besides costimulation, is a main mechanism of DCs to present Ag effectively.